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Some women are dazzled by diamonds, others by expensive cars. Me, I tend to get overjoyed with really simple 

things, such as the stunning display of fresh peppers I ran into on one of my recent grocery runs. There are so 

many things I can do with peppers, and I couldn’t resist buying up a bunch of them. I’ll share some of my favorite 

bell pepper recipes, with a Comfort du Jour twist, of course. 

This first “spotlight on the pepper” recipe is super simple, perfect for outdoor cooking and an easy way to max out 

our daily servings of vegetables. It doesn’t hurt that we also won’t have a lot of cleanup, because we’re moving this 

party outside—to the grill! 

You’ll need some grilling skewers for threading the vegetables and shrimp, or, even easier, a cool stainless steel 

grilling basket.  

INGREDIENTS 

1 red bell pepper * (see Note and Tips for a better way to cut them) 

1 yellow bell pepper 

1 medium onion, cut into large chunks 

1 medium zucchini, cut into large chunks 

8 oz. package fresh cremini mushrooms, cleaned and trimmed 

FOR THE MARINADE* (OPTIONAL, OR JUST TOSS WITH OLIVE OIL, SALT AND PEPPER) 

1 Tbsp. Dijon mustard 

3 Tbsp. red wine vinegar 

Garlic pepper or lemon pepper seasoning 

1/2 tsp. dried herb leaves (oregano, basil, whatever you like) 

3 Tbsp. extra virgin olive oil 

FOR THE SHRIMP 

About 1 lb. fresh shrimp, peeled and deveined 

2 cloves garlic, finely minced 

Juice of 1/2 fresh lemon, plus a little bit of the zest 

3 Tbsp. extra virgin olive oil 

Kosher salt and freshly cracked black pepper 

INSTRUCTIONS 

Combine the marinade ingredients, then toss the peppers, zucchini and mushrooms and let them rest while you 

prep the rest of the recipe. I marinate the onions chunks in a different bowl, so they don’t separate too much 

before I thread everything onto skewers. 

Combine the garlic, lemon juice, zest and olive oil and toss the shrimp to coat. They don’t need to be dripping in 

the marinade—just a light coating is fine. 
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Preheat the grill to medium heat, and thread the veggies onto the skewers however you’d like—if you want to 

keep all peppers together, separate from skewers full of mushrooms or zucchini, that’s cool. I usually mix them up, 

but I always keep the shrimp separate because they don’t require as much time. 

Move the skewered veggies to the grill and cook over low to medium heat until tender and lightly charred. The 

shrimp will cook quickly, so add them to the mix when everything else is nearly done. 

Light, fresh and healthy! We love this simple kind of meal just as it is, but it would also be great over a bed of 

herbed rice or polenta. 

 

*NOTES AND TIPS 

To avoid getting seeds everywhere when you cut open a bell pepper, turn it upside down and use a sharp paring 

knife to just barely cut through the skin, along the natural lines of the pepper. Then, pull the individual sections of 

pepper out and down toward the stem, like you’re peeling an orange. Keep going until the section snaps at the 

stem end, leaving the seed pod behind. Repeat with the other sections until all you have left is the stem and seeds. 

Almost all the seeds remain with the stem piece, which means less time you’ll spend wiping them off your knife 

blade or sweeping them away from the cutting board. 

Much of the time, I don’t even bother marinating veggies before grilling, because plain old sea salt and pepper 

brings out enough of their flavor. But on this occasion, I discovered an almost-empty bottle of Dijon mustard in the 

fridge, so it seems like a good time to show you one of my favorite tricks for using every last little bit. I use Dijon 

anyway to aid in blending a vinaigrette-style dressing or marinade, and when I can’t squeeze any more out of the 

bottle, I just add the other ingredients to it and shake it up to use every drop. As a bonus, it further reduces the 

dirty dishes, because I can discard or recycle the bottle when I’m done with the marinade.  

Here’s a quick tip I’ve found on the skewering, to prevent spearing yourself when you thread them—especially if 

they’re a little slipper from the marinade. Put the veggies flat on the cutting board and then stab the skewer down 

into them, one chunk at a time. It keeps your hands out of the line of fire. No sense turning an easy dinner into an 

all-night adventure at urgent care. 
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